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During the Nazi period in Germany, an attempt was made to discern a kind of mathemat- 
ics that was German as distinct from other ethnic or “racial” types of mathematics: a 
“Deutsche Mathematik.” While not denying the universal validity of all mathematical 
truths, such a “German” mathematics stressed ideology in terms of research and pedagogi- 
cal styles. Because mathematics was nearly independent of anything material, it was-for 
the “Deutsche Mathematiker” -especially amenable to the Nazi argument that different 
racial psychological types exhibit diierent racial characters and modes of thought. This 
paper is a brief examination of the nature and intellectual content of “Deutsche Mathe- 
matik.” 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
Wtihrend der Nazizeit wurde in Deutschland versucht, eine Art Mathematik hervorzuhe- 
ben, die sich als deutsch von anderen ethnischen oder “Rassetypen” der Mathematik un- 
terschied: eine “Deutsche Mathematik.” W&hrend sie die universelle Gtiltigkeit aller mathe- 
matischen Wahrheiten nicht leugnete, war eine solche “Deutsche Mathematik” stark 
ideologisch im Hinblick auf Forschung und piidagogische Stile ausgerichtet. Da die Mathe- 
matik fast unabhtingig von irgendetwas StotXchem war, war sie-ftir die “Deutschen 
Mathematiker” -dem Naziargument besonders zuganglich, da8 verschiedene rassenpsy- 
chologische Typen verschiedene Rassencharaktere und Denkweisen hervorbringen. Der 
vorliegende Aufsatz ist eine kurze Untersuchung des Wesens und des geistigen Gehaltes der 
“Deutschen Mathematik.” o 1% Academic PRSS, IX. 
En Allemagne, au tours de la p&ode nazie, on tenta de mettre en evidence une 
“Deutsche Mathematik”, c’est-a-dire un type de mathematique qui fut “germanique”, par 
opposition a d’autres types, ethniques ou “raciaux”. Tout en reconnaissant I’universalite 
des vtritts mathtmatiques, une telle mathematique “germanique” se definissait per son 
style de recherches et ses approches pedagogiques. De par I’independance des mathemati- 
ques de la real& physique, I’argument voulant que differents types psychologiques raciaux 
presentent differentes caracttristiques et differents modes de penste suivant la race dtait 
particulibrement pertinent pour le “Deutsche Mathematiker”. Cet article examine brieve- 
ment la nature et les composantes intellectuelles de la “Deutsche Mathematik”. o 1986 
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Traditionally, mathematics has been regarded as a body of truths demonstrated 
according to logical principles, given certain presuppositions. It is difficult to see 
what it could possibly have to do with politics. Thus the concept of a Nazi 
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mathematics seems strange. What could it possibly mean? Rather, aren’t the 
obvious meanings all trivial? For example, it is obvious that, given the ideological 
political climate of Germany under the Third Reich, Jewish mathematicians would 
be expelled from academic posts, but can this have had anything to do with their 
mathematics? Hitler’s regime naturally stressed “practical,” particularly military, 
applications of mathematics, but so do nontotalitarian regimes. It is also fairly 
obvious that there would have been a good deal of extolling of the “people and the 
race”: Volk und Russe. Presumably, however, in mathematics such expressions 
were simply ideological lip service. Finally the concept of a Nazi mathematics 
seems strange to us because of the tacit assumption, going back in explicit form 
at least as far as David Hume [ 17421, that pure science flows naturally only from a 
republican polity and is necessarily antitotalitarian. 
Deutsche Muthematik, edited by Theodor Vahlen and Ludwig Bieberbach, was 
a journal dedicated to the exposition of a German mathematics during the years 
1936-1943. Indeed, many well-known mathematicians were at least Nazi “fellow- 
travelers,” and sympathy with Hitler’s regime was not limited to Germans. 
Heinrich Behnke, for example, writes in his memoirs that he knew scholars from 
Switzerland, Luxemburg, Holland, Denmark, and England visiting the mathemat- 
ics department at Munster around 1933-1935, all of whom were Nazi sympa- 
thizers. Indeed, Behnke says that there were Nazi sympathizers even among his 
dismissed colleagues, “and especially their wives” [Behnke 1978, 1261. On the 
other hand, there were also many well-known German mathematicians who spent 
the Nazi period in Germany but who were never in any sense Nazi sympathizers. 
Generalizations are complicated because individual attitudes are rarely static and 
“facts” are often equivocal-especially in a period as permeated with violence 
and ideology as the Nazi one. One needs to try to understand the period, not just 
condemn it or treat it as beneath consideration. 
There are at least two separate issues to consider: the characterization and 
possible consequences of a “Deutsche Mathematik,” and, since the subject can- 
not be separated entirely from its practitioners, the behavior of mathematicians 
during the Nazi period. 
Although a full discussion of these issues would require a book, it is neverthe- 
less possible within a narrower compass to address these matters in greater depth 
than the mere reportage of anecdotes would allow. The movement for a “Deutsche 
Mathematik” did not involve solely the expulsion of Jews, or the restriction of 
mathematics to a few Nazi-promoted topics. Above all, the concept of a “Ger- 
man” mathematics not only involved a perverse and radical application of ideas 
that were commonplace in the scientific thinking of the day, but, at the same time, 
it also gave political meaning to various familiar currents within mathematics. 
Ludwig Bieberbach’s distinction as a mathematician is well known. His name is 
attached to a number of important results and a famous conjecture [ 11. His mathe- 
matical textbooks and monographs are distinguished, especially his famous Lehr- 
buch der F’unktionentheorie, written in the twenties. Other studies cover such 
topics as conformal mapping (1915), analytic continuation (19X5), and differential 
equations (1956); many have been reprinted frequently. Born on December 4, 
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1886, Bieberbach began his career as a Dozent in Kijnigsberg in 1910; by 1913 he 
was a full professor in Basel, although he was back in Germany at Frankfurt-am- 
Main in 1915. From 1921 onward he was professor in Berlin. As early as 191.5, 
when Bieberbach was 29, Frobenius thought he was “the most insightful and 
penetrating mathematician of his generation” [Lindner 1980, 112- 1131. 
Theodor Vahlen is somewhat less known; certainly he was not the distinguished 
mathematician that Bieberbach was. Unlike Bieberbach, Vahlen spent World War 
I in the German army, and his politics matured a good deal sooner. He was also 
considerably older, having been born in 1869, in Vienna where his father was a 
professor of ancient languages. In 1893 Vahlen wrote his dissertation in additive 
number theory under the direction of Frobenius. He published on a variety of 
mathematical subjects in well-known journals (for example, Crelle’s Journal and 
Acta Muthernatica) and by 1911 had become full professor in Greifswald. Around 
1903 he wrote an article on the Arithmetic Theory of Forms for the German 
Enzyklopiidie, then in preparation. In 1914-1915 Vahlen served on the Western 
Front and later, from 1916 to 1919, on the Eastern Front where he was wounded. 
He won numerous battle decorations and left the army as a fairly high ranking 
officer. He was rector of the University at Greifswald in 1923 when Hitler’s failed 
“Putsch” of that year convinced him to become a National Socialist. He visited 
Hitler in Landsburg prison and in April 1924 was appointed “Gauleiter [literally, 
“provincial leader”] of Pomerania.” In the same year he became a Nazi member 
of the Reichstag. On August 11, 1924, the Weimar “Verfassungstag” (or “consti- 
tution day”), he took down the Weimar flag from the University at Greifswald. As 
punishment he was dismissed from the university and was unable to obtain an- 
other teaching position until 1930. when he went to the Technischr Hochschrrle in 
Vienna. In 1933, shortly after Hitler’s accession to power, he was recalled to 
Germany at the instance of Bernhard Rust and rose rapidly as an educational 
bureaucrat in the Prussian ministry of education. Rust was the Prussian minister 
for culture at the time and later became Hitler’s minister of education. By 1936 
when Vahlen helped found the journal Derrtsche Mathematik, he was head of the 
Prussian Scientific Office (Chef des Amtes fiir Wissenschaft). 
In addition to extensive political activities, Vahlen continued his mathematical 
activities after World War I. At this time he published papers and monographs on 
applied mathematics (e.g., ballistics, aerodynamics, the magnetic compass, and 
celestial mechanics), but he also wrote on partition theory, non-Euclidean geome- 
try, and differential equations. Vahlen has written that his book Ahstrucf Geome- 
try of 1905 marked a changing point in his life; after the book’s completion he was 
drawn “to the natural concrete mode of thought of our race” [Vahlen 19381. As 
early as 1923, Vahlen remarked, “Thus mathematics becomes a mirror of the 
races and proves the presence of racial qualities in the intellectual realm so to 
speak with mathematical, therefore incontrovertible. certainty” [Vahlen 1923, 
221 [2]. Such ideas eventually led to Deutsche Mcrthemutik. Although Vahlen was 
its “publisher” it was Bieberbach, the journal’s managing editor, who originally 
conceived the idea of such a journal [Bieberbach 1934d] and who provided the 
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intellectual rationale for “Deutsche Mathematik.” Bieberbach’s arguments con- 
centrated on questions of mathematical style and pedagogy. 
In 1934 Bieberbach published two articles: “Persdnlichkeitsstruktur und mathe- 
matisches Schaffen” [The Structure of Personality and Mathematical Creation], 
and “Stilarten mathematischen Schaffens” [Styles of Mathematical Creation]. In 
1940 he added a third on this theme, “Die viilkische Verwurzelung der Wissen- 
schaft” [The Rootedness of Science in the People] [31. The article on “Personlich- 
keitsstruktur” begins with a description of the Nazi-led student boycott of classes 
taught by the great German-Jewish mathematician Edmund Landau [Bieberbach 
1934b, 236-237; Reid 1976, 155-1561 and Landau’s subsequent resignation from 
his position at Gottingen. For Bieberbach this resignation was a highly appropri- 
ate action. Nevertheless, it would be incorrect to interpret Bieberbach’s intention 
in condemning Jews as nothing but a gesture to National Socialist ideology. Nor 
can Bieberbach’s lectures and articles be dismissed as simple naivete or be re- 
garded merely as political ladder climbing. Bieberbach’s articles of 1934 appear to 
have emerged from a seminar on great German mathematicians, and his approach 
in all of these papers was to discuss different pedagogical styles and types of 
creativity. Bieberbach explicitly did not dispute Landau’s contributions to mathe- 
matics, arguing instead that it was the unsuitability of Landau’s pedagogical style 
which called for his rejection. As an example, Bieberbach cited definitions given 
by Landau in his Differential and Integral Calculus, where sine and cosine are 
defined by their power series, and then 7~ is introduced as twice the smallest 
positive zero of the cosine. Although Landau made it clear that this “r” was the 
same as the geometric one, he added that there was neither the time nor space to 
demonstrate this. While the suitability of Landau’s approach is certainly open to 
mathematical-pedagogical debate, Bieberbach linked its discussion to Landau’s 
being a Jew. He described the boycott of Landau’s classes as a 
master-example that the representatives of all too different human races do not suit one 
another as teachers and students. It is well-known that in intellectual matters race expresses 
itself in personality-structure and its life-expressions. The instinct of the Gdttingen students 
felt in Landau a type of an un-German sort . . . [Bieberbach 1934b, 2361 
Bieberbach’s lecture/article on “Personlichkeitsstruktur” also contrasted Gauss 
and Jacobi-Jacobi [the Jew] always had a heedless will to bring his own personal- 
ity to the fore, while Gauss had a factual attitude which accepted reality on its own 
terms and which persevered to master all difficulties. Bieberbach judged Euler’s 
personality in this context to be slightly inferior to Gauss’ and vastly superior to 
Jacobi’s, for Euler had a “playful at-oneness with mathematical things.” Accord- 
ing to Bieberbach, Gauss had conceptual insight into those things which Jacobi did 
by “willful” computation. This lecture/article also contained discussions of the 
mathematical “styles” of such non-Jewish mathematicians as Klein and Weier- 
strass, as well as the axiomatics of non-Jews like Hilbert and Dedekind (to 
which we will return). An account of the lecture appeared in the public press 
[Deutsche Zukunft, April 8, 1934, 151 before it was published; the reporter noted 
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that 
since German mathematics is rooted in the fundamental German way. the state ought and 
must support and cultivate it. The great achievements of German mathematicians of the past 
and present reveal that science as a powerful expression of the German people; thereby it 
needs no further justification. 
He added that Bieberbach’s lecture for “practical cultural politics” resulted in 
“freeing mathematics from the curse of sterile intellectualism.” This report in 
particular, together with the published lecture, produced an international reac- 
tion. Protest included open letters from G. H. Hardy, Oswald Veblen, and Harald 
Bohr; it also led to a crisis within the German mathematical community concern- 
ing the editorship of the Jtrhreshericht der Deutschen MuthPmtrtiker-VerriniKtrnR. 
Before discussing this crisis, it is useful to pursue further the issues Bieberbach 
exploited and the arguments he utilized. His second lecture of 1934 began with a 
discussion of Cauchy and Gauss, in which the intuitively oriented German mathe- 
matician Gauss is contrasted with the abstract and axiomatically oriented French- 
man Cauchy. Bieberbach cited the opening sentences of Chapter VII of Cauchy’s 
Cours d’analyse. These speak of mathematics as operating according to fixed 
rules with symbols which are meaningless in themselves (the context is the intro- 
duction of complex numbers) 14). Bieberbach’s comment on this was: “Reading 
such presentations causes peculiar feelings of dissatisfaction.” A similar passage 
from Goursat’s Cours d’analyse was also quoted unfavorably, as were statements 
by Henri Poincare, such as “. . . the mathematical continuum is nothing other 
than a particular system of symbols.” Such views were compared with those of 
Gauss, who concluded his own introduction of complex numbers by saying that 
“in this way the demonstration of an intuitive meaning for the fl is completely 
justified and nothing more is necessary in order to allow such quantities into the 
realm of arithmetic” [Bieberbach 1934al. In a similar vein Erhard Tornier offered 
a brief diatribe, “Mathematicians or Jugglers of Definitions,” in Volume I of 
Deutsche Mathematik [1936, 891. 
Despite the impression given by these lectures, Bieberbach’s conception of 
“Deutsche Mathematik” was not simply that it was nonaxiomatic or nonforma- 
list. After all, both Dedekind and Hilbert, the founders of modern axiomatics, 
were echte Deutsche-true Germans-as well as strong advocates of formalism 
as a philosophy of mathematics; so too was Weierstrass, who criticized reliance 
on intuition. Another sign that “Deutsche Mathematik” was not simply a form 
of nonaxiomatic mathematics was Vahlen’s agreement in 1940 that his 1905 text- 
book on “abstract geometry,” which began axiomatically, could be reprinted. 
Consequently, Bieberbach’s conception of “Deutsche Mathematik” was more 
complex and had a more serious intellectual underpinning than merely a rejection 
of axiomatics. Bieberbach leaned heavily on the work of a Marburg psychologist 
and committed Nazi, Erich Rudolf Jaensch. Early in his career Jaensch had done 
respected work studying eidetic imagery (“photographic memory”). Later, how- 
ever, he turned to the development of a complicated psychological typology. By 
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his own report, he was also something of a mathematician manque’ who had left 
mathematics for psychology after becoming a member of the group that planned 
the philosophical and pedagogical volume for the Enzykfopiidie in 1909-1910 
[Jaensch & Althoff 1938, 11. (Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that Jaensch 
had received his degree in psychology, not mathematics, at Gottingen in 1908.) 
Thirty years later, Jaensch and his student Fritz Althoff published a monograph 
called Muthematisches Denken und Seelenform [Mathematical Thought and the 
Shape of the Soul]. This monograph summarized work by Jaensch and his stu- 
dents in what they called “psychological anthropology” and involved a detailed 
discussion of the Jaenschian typological theory applied to mathematics. Bieber- 
bath’s papers of 1934 actually used an earlier publication of Jaensch, Grundlugen 
der menschlichen Erkenntnis [Foundations of Human Knowledge; Bieberbach 
1934b, 2371. 
Jaensch’ theory of integrative types did not appear all at once; in 1937 he 
published the book Der Gegentypus, which is a detailed exposition of the theory. 
In the foreword Jaensch wrote that part of the material in the book had already 
appeared in lectures “at the University of Marburg in the years of struggle 
[Kampfiuhren] before the Machtergreijlrng [seizure of power].” He added that 
although the political struggle was now over, he believed a sharp spiritual struggle 
was just beginning. Consequently, it was the time to make this material known to 
a larger public. He also listed his earlier relevant publications in a footnote 
[Jaensch 1937, xiii]. 
Jaensch’ theory was extremely complicated. Perhaps it is enough to say here that 
he defined the “I-type” or “Integrationstypus”’ to be the ideal nordic Aryan 
type; opposed to this was the “countertype,” known as the “S-type” or 
“Strahltypus,” and also as the “Dissolution-type.” All negative characteristics 
were projected onto the S-type. There were also mixed types and qualifying 
adjectives. Jews were often described as “oriental” in accordance with what had 
been traditional in German writing for decades [Gay 1978, passim]. Jaensch’ 
student Fritz Althoff discovered his own particular mathematical types which 
became subclasses of the various Jaenschian types. Bieberbach, Jaensch, and 
Althoff then applied this theory to mathematicians; Althoff, for example, investi- 
gated the thought processes of students of mathematics. His choice of mathemati- 
cians as objects of study is explained in the following passage: 
Mathematical thinking and knowing is dependent on its material far less than any other kind 
of thought. Its various forms are therefore many fewer than is the case in other branches of 
knowing which are determined through the varied forms of the material to which the episte- 
mological process applies itself. In mathematics the forms of knowledge receive much more 
the impress of the psychic organism itself, We obtain in this way, though we look at thinking 
from the viewpoint of mathematics, an insight into the varied forms of any sort of thought, the 
way such thought is embedded in the whole person and in the forms of personality and their 
corresponding forms of thought . [Jaensch & Althoff 1938, 711 
1 We use the letter “I” since it clearly is the initial for “Integrationstypus” (i.e., “integration- 
type”); Jaensch uses the letter “J,” spelling the word in the alternative German way “Jntegration.” 
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This amounts to an inversion of the usual argument that mathematics is an autono- 
mous scientific subject since it embodies eternal truths and is thereby immune to 
personal bias. Precisely because mathematics is nearly independent of anything 
material Jaensch and his followers took it to be an especially good medium for 
revealing different psychological types, racial characters, and modes of thought 
[Jaensch & Althoff 1938, 711. In the concluding words of one of Bieberbach’s 
lectures: 
If, however, something is ‘rooted so deeply in the people [Volbtum] as is the case with the 
style of mathematical creativity and as is confirmed by the racially particular style of our great 
German mathematicians, then it must be important for the cultivation of our people to 
recognize and strengthen the particularly German style in mathematics. To do this we need 
above all also the clear delineation of the foreign style. For we incline all too easily towards 
losing consciousness of our own possibilities in giving wondering glances at the foreign. We 
will only free ourselves from this error when the teachers of our academic youth are them- 
selves strong representatives of our people who have the will to cultivate the German style 
above all others. If  we have recognized whatever that style is and go over to conscious 
cultivation of it, so will our tree. in the Fiihwr’s words, shade all the broader expanse beyond 
our borders, the more deeply rooted it is in our people. Thus we have the best chance to shine 
in the circle of peoples with our own efforts if we freely pluck away the foreign feathers which 
do not correspond to our style. [Bieberbach 1934a, 359-3601 
The subdivision of types in the Jaenschian psychology allowed such diverse 
thinkers as Klein, Gauss, and Hilbert to be called “integrative types.” A brief 
indication of how each of the very different mathematical styles of these German 
mathematicians could be praiseworthily “integrative” can be found in the mono- 
graph of Jaensch and Althoff. Althoff tells us that the I-type has real connections 
to artistic activity and artistic experience. He quotes Jaensch: “The integrated 
experience of the world is the alphabet of art” [Jaensch & Althoff 1938,771. Also, 
The particular kind of reality-experience [ Wir~/ic~klei/sc,~/~~~~~/?.sI of the I,-type conditions the 
intuitive. i.e.. the inclination to go beyond the immediately observable. Herein is the creative 
established also in the I,-type, because the observable is for him always a special case of more 
general structures, which he, even though as the results of earlier impressions and experi- 
ences, already carries within himself. [Jaensch & Althoff 1938, II71 
While 
The &-type seeks to conceive of Ifassen] the infinite in the finite, the I?-type, on the other 
hand, brings the finite into a relationship with the infinite which he feels within himself. 
without having a clear representation of it. He is the “wanderer between both worlds” who in 
ever iterated attempts seeks the way out of earthly inadequacy in the heights of ideal regions 
of validity. [G~~ltrrnjishe~ir~~,: Jaensch & Althoff 193X. XI ] 
Lest there be any confusion, 
Moreover, the main distinction [between the I?-type and] the labile S-type is the presence [in 
the I?-type] of a fixed inner world of values. . These men ]I?-types] do mathematics not 
solely in the interest of pure logical speculation; on the contrary, for them it is a means to 
understand the happenings of nature, to penetrate into the secrets of the cosmos, and thereby 
to help themselves to a clarification of their total Welrunschouung. [Jaensch & Althoff 1938, 
104 
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As for 13, Althoff tells us: 
The mathematicians . . . who belong to the I1 type we characterize in this work . . as the 
type of the willful thinker [Wiflensdenker]. The 11-type is the type of a “fixed inner line.” . . . 
Whereas the &-type easily inclines to spending his occupation with mathematics in a round of 
beautiful hours [Reigen schiiner Stunden], with the &-type one meets more or less exclusively 
a toughness of will with which he approaches the solution of problems and tasks, “That 
which I undertake, will I also complete.” Or “If I have taken on a job or task, I uncondition- 
ally finish it, otherwise I would rather not take it on in the first place.” . . . The standpoint of 
the 13-type is not that of the spectator but rather that of one who takes action [des Zupacken- 
den]; this is true for all IS-types. [Jaensch & Althoff 1938, 135-1361 
Actually Ii, IZ, 1) exist on a continuum and their descriptions represent “ideal 
types.” Thus one can have mixed types like I&. One might also have qualifying 
adjectives as in [Bieberbach 1934b, 2401. Also, the S-type was subdivided and 
there was a D-type and an L-type. In any case, despite Althoff’s detailed discus- 
sions in connection with mathematics, the terminology (whatever our judgment of 
its content might be) was used differently by different writers. Thus, Althoff tells 
us “I3 was called 1, in the first publications” [Jaensch & Althoff 1938, 75, n. I] 
and Jaensch warns: 
With respect to the terminology of Althoff’s monograph [Mathematical Thou& and the 
Form of rhe Souc]: The integrative types are here described somewhat differently than in 
other places, in accord with their particular effect in mathematical thought. These descrip- 
tions are less well-suited to a general characterization and also should not be applied in this 
sense. [Jaensch & Althoff 1938, 701 
Nevertheless, Jaensch’ remarks do not hinder Althoff from freely quoting 
Jaensch in describing these various types: examples of Ii-types were Felix Klein, 
Helmholtz, and James Clerk Maxwell, while I*-types included Schwarz, Gauss, 
Kepler, and Planck; among the I3 were Hilbert, Dedekind, and Weierstrass. In 
contrast to these, the “countertype” included Descartes, Laplace, Cauchy, 
Georg Cantor, Poincare, and Landau, as S-types. (This compilation is from 
[Lindner 1980, 971.) How are the I,-types (like Dedekind, Hilbert, and Weier- 
strass) to be distinguished from the axiomatic “jugglers of definitions” so criti- 
cized by these devotees of a “Deutsche Mathematik”? ln the first place, Bieber- 
bath admitted that the “critical sense” of an 13-type like Weierstrass “does not 
see the inner basis for function-theoretic theorems in physical fact” as would, for 
example, an Ii-type like Klein. Instead, such 13-types find that “inner basis” “in 
algebraic truths” [Bieberbach 1940, 131. Thus, for example, while Bieberbach 
admitted that Dedekind’s theory was attractive to S-types, he argued that this 
implied no criticism of Dedekind, as true Germans, unlike Dedekind’s S-type 
followers, built no “castles in the air” [Bieberbach 1940, 251. Contrasting Dede- 
kind, the Aryan, with Hurwitz, a Jew, he argued that Dedekind took care to 
preserve the unitary character of his theory, a unity which Hurwitz, the Strahlty- 
pus, destroyed by substituting his own will for an inner conceptual understanding. 
The difference is that the IX-type integrates the natural order through internal 
understanding whereas the S-type projects a predetermined mental order of his 
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own onto the world. In short, I-types are inwardly conceptual, S-types outwardly 
computational. The key descriptive word for I-types is anschaulich, indicating the 
intuitive understanding of true Germanic types [Bieberbach 1940, passim]. 
Although it is possible to give many more examples, the foregoing suffice to 
indicate the arbitrary character of the Jaenschian theory and its various elabora- 
tions (despite Althoff’s “experiments”). Nevertheless it is important to realize 
that such typological ideas were neither originally nor exclusively connected with 
the Nazi movement. In fact, all rigorous notions of the heritability or nonheritabil- 
ity of physical characteristics, let alone intellectual or psychological characteris- 
tics, are comparatively recent. The notion of national character types as heritable 
was not easily distinguished, if at all, from that of national character types influ- 
enced by common environmental experience. (Even today there is no complete 
agreement on what is heritable and what is not, e.g., the debate over the heritabil- 
ity of intelligence.) There was no “nature or nurture” debate because there ap- 
peared to be no grounds for making such a distinction between the two. Arguments 
over “positive” and “negative” eugenics only enhance this point. Because ideas 
about the mechanisms of heredity were extremely fuzzy, unwarranted (by con- 
temporary scientific standards) assumptions of heritability were frequently made 
on the basis of “observation.” In such an atmosphere, from the latter part of the 
19th century on, racial and sociopolitical typologies were a commonplace, and 
such typologies were usually thought to be inheritable. However, these ideas were 
not always articulated with what we would today call “racist” intent, although in 
some cases they might have been. Jaensch, of course, worked out a complicated 
system which was of a racist character. As late as 1960 the German psychologist 
Kurt Strunz refused to recognize how intimately tied Jaensch’ theories were to 
National Socialism [Lindner 1980, 971. Another, rather poignant, related example 
is that of the Jewish-American psychologist A. A. Roback, who wrote a paper in 
1934 (!) describing an experiment that tried to divide a set of 64 examination books 
at Harvard and Radcliffe into groups of Jewish versus non-Jewish students. Ro- 
back argued that it was “significant” if “not conclusive” that one could discern 
special Jewish traits-generally speaking, positive ones-in the writing of Jewish 
undergraduates. Roback ends his article with the hope of discovering 
. the specific marks of Jewishness and non-Jewishness and unless we have made repeated 
trials with negative results, we are not justified in denying that there are such marks. 
We may well devise a controlled method for classifying short stories. poetry. essays. 
feuilletons, music, etc., according to racial stock. Such creative productions would have to be 
of course relatively new, at any rate, unknown to the observers. 
In another instance, investigations may be planned in schools where there is a large foreign 
element, using compositions for materials. It is deplorable that there are no Jewish founda- 
tions that might be appealed to for subsidizing such research. [Roback 1935. 591 
The American press was sufficiently interested in Roback’s speculations that a 
report on them appeared in Time Magazine (Sept. 30, 1935). 
The monograph of Jaensch and Althoff cited earlier was dedicated “to the 
memory of Felix Klein [d. 19251 as German educator and early fighter for a 
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Germanic science.” A word is necessary about the important role played by Felix 
Klein as hero for the advocates of a “Deutsche Mathematik.” Klein was their 
intuitive genius, whose great geometric and physical insight was coupled with a 
dislike for axiomatics. He was also the educational reformer who had open peda- 
gogical differences with Pringsheim, who happened to be a Jew (see Juhresbericht 
&r Dwtschcn Mathemutikcr- Vereinigung 6 ( I898), 78-83; 7 ( I899), I26- 138, 
138-145; also [Jaensch & Althoff 1938, 1731). Moreover, Klein had made his own 
views on race and mathematics clear in a lecture at Northwestern University in 
1893: 
. . . , it must be said that the degree of exactness of the intuition of space may be different in 
different individuals, perhaps even in different races. It would seem as if a strong naive space- 
intuition were an attribute pre-eminently of the Teutonic race, while the critical, purely 
logical sense is more fully developed in the Latin and Hebrew races. A full investigation of 
this subject, somewhat on the lines suggested by Francis Galton in his researches on heredity, 
might be interesting. [Klein, 1893, 228; English original] 
Bieberbach would use such remarks, including one made by Poincare about how 
difficult it was for a Frenchman to read Maxwell’s A Treatise on Electricity and 
Magnetism, to support the existence of racial types of mathematics [Bieberbach 
1934b, 2371. Weierstrass also made a remark similar to Klein’s in one of his letters 
to Sonya Kowalewskaya: 
Kronecker is different [from Kummer]. He acquaints himself very quickly with everything 
new; his ability to grasp ideas easily [leichtes Auf~ssungsverm6gen] makes him capable of 
doing that. However, he does not do it in a penetrating fashion-he does not have the gift of 
involving himself with a good piece of unfamiliar work with the same scientific interest as 
with one of his own investigations. He has a lack which occurs among many of the most 
highly intelligent people, namely, those of the semitic race [semirischen Srammes]. He does 
not have sufficient imagination ]P/mnrctsie] (I should perhaps rather say intuition), and it is 
true that a mathematician who is not something of a poet will never be a complete mathemati- 
cian. Comparisons are instructive. The all-embracing glance directed at the highest, the Ideal, 
distinguishes Abel in preference to Jacobi. Riemann in preference to all his contemporaries 
(Eisenstein. Rosenhain). Helmholtz in preference IO Kirschoff (although not the smallest 
drop of semitic blood is present in the last), in a completely convincing way. IWeierstrass 
1X83] 
Clearly, the application of racial categories and typological thinking to mathemat- 
ics was not some new creation of the Nazis or of Jaensch and Bieberbach. Rather 
such ideas were embedded in a complex matrix of thought which by the 1930s 
already had a long tradition. 
Klein once spoke of the emancipation of the Jews in Prussia in 1812 as “opening 
a new large reservoir of mathematical talent for our country,” and also mentioned 
favorably the influx of French emigrants at the same time. For one of the 
“Deutsche Mathematiker” (H. J. Fischer) this remark of Klein’s was an “excel- 
lent example of how perversely the Jewish influence was judged by the few non- 
Jews who thought about it” (as cited by Lindner [1980, 991). 
Ironically, Klein himself had to be defended from the accusation of being a Jew! 
In 1929, there appeared a set of books by Phillip Stauff called Sigih vu-i, which 
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purported to reveal the pernicious influence of Jews in German intellectual and 
cultural life. The mathematician Felix Klein (his actual given name was Christian 
Felix Klein) was mentioned in Volume 3, on page 552. One of Bieberbach’s 
students, Eva Manger, defended Klein against the charge, calling him an “ur- 
deutschen Denker” [fundamentally German thinker]. In an eight-page article she 
provided a detailed genealogy of Klein, along with a defense of Bieberbach’s 
lectures [Manger 19341. Not only did she disown any accusations of anti-Semi- 
tism; she maintained that Bieberbach wished only to advocate a form of apartheid 
(to use a contemporary word): Jewish teachers for Jews; German teachers for 
Germans. Paraphrasing her words: the Germans should leave Jacobi to the Jews 
as one of their greatest sons, but defend Felix Klein as one of the greatest Ger- 
mans. Manger’s argument was stimulated, in part at least, by the explicitly anti- 
Semitic tone of the account of Bieberbach’s lecture as reported in De~tsche 
Zukunft. Manger explicitly maintained that all science was “international” insofar 
as its results were accessible to anyone with appropriate training. Like Bieber- 
bath, she also stressed the importance of results and the appropriateness of peda- 
gogy, no doubt in an attempt to make the corresponding anti-Jewish and anti- 
French consequences more internationally palatable. For example, she writes: 
A consequence which follows from our consideration is namely that many researchers, who 
up till now were counted as German, are no longer permitted to be so counted. The achieve- 
ments of these researchers remain unaffected by this determination, indeed remain a fully 
recognized and integral part of what we call the realm of science. [Manger 1934. 9-101 
But she says this in the context of having said: 
. . it is first in the contrast of one’s own and a foreign intellectual property (Geistaseigen- 
trrms) that recognition grows of one’s own possibilities and of one’s own limits. From this, 
follows naturally respect for a foreign people (Volksrum) and its achievements. 
With this respect, however, a certain “rejection” of the foreign style is thoroughly compat- 
ible, and indeed necessary as a consequence of the recognition of one’s own style. [Manger 
1934, 81 
Earlier the need for this “rejection” is put explicitly in the Jewish case. Accord- 
ing to Manger, the reason the Jewish question is so much in the foreground in 
Germany is that “among us the Jews are most strongly represented as a foreign 
race, and have achieved huge influence in economic, political, and cultural areas” 
[Manger 1934, 51. 
On this evidence, the “Deutsche Mathematik” movement seems to have been 
an attempt to distinguish a German, uiilki.sc/zr, mathematics on the grounds of 
distinctions, assumed to be racially and ethnically related, between styles of peda- 
gogy and research. Such distinctions utilized traditional kinds of informal ethnic 
and racial typologies, in an attempt to make them scientific while giving them a 
sharper Nazi edge. By apotheosizing Felix Klein’s gifts of mathematical insight, it 
made use of the anti-axiomatic current of thought among many mathematicians. 
However, another aspect of “Deutsche Mathematik”-one easily overlooked- 
is that within the ideological context of Nazi Germany it offered a defense of 
mathematics as a rational subject. For example, Jaensch and Althoff admitted that 
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there had been an “unhealthy” sort of rationalism which the National Socialists 
swept away, but they also lamented a concomitant unfortunate tendency “in 
school, education, and science to eliminate reason in the interest of the sole rule of 
irrational forces of the soul” [Jaensch & Althoff 1938, viii]. For mathematics, 
Jaensch argued, such elimination of reason was the sort of radical cure which 
works by leaving the patient dead. Instead he believed that a study of mathemati- 
cal thought could provide a cusus eluscentis to distinguish different forms of 
rationalism, thereby replacing inappropriate forms of rationalism with acceptably 
Germanic rationalism and avoiding the abyss of irrationalism [Jaensch & Althoff 
1938, ix]. Similarly the account of Bieberbach’s lecture as reported in Deutsche 
Zukunft claimed that he had saved mathematics “from the curse of sterile intellec- 
tualism” [Deutsche Zukunft, April 8, 1934, 151. Two years later, the Nobel-prize- 
winning physicist, Phillip Lenard, an early Nazi sympathizer, advocated avoiding 
the study of too much mathematics in the schools. In his view, contemporary 
mathematics was the “most subordinate intellectual discipline” (die unter- 
geordnetste Geisteswissenschufi) because, under Jewish influence, it had lost its 
“feeling for natural scientific research” [Lenard 1936, 71. Thus, mathematics was 
under attack not only from n-rationalists like those Jaensch and Althoff complain 
about, but also from “rational” physicists sympathetic to the Nazi cause, like 
Lenard. For the former, mathematics was the epitome of sterile rationalism; for 
the latter, contemporary mathematics was irrelevant to the control of nature. It is 
clear then that mathematics itself may well have required a defense in the Nazi 
atmosphere. It was important that mathematics be assured existence as a rational 
subject in the schools. It was important that mathematics not become the proto- 
type of an international science, so that it might better resist attack at the univer- 
sity level. Whatever the arguments of antimathematical experimental physicists 
who were Nazis, like Lenard, a deutschgeartete university mathematics would 
have a good chance for survival in an atmosphere in which being echt deutsch was 
the principal criterion for existence. Thus, one way to insulate mathematics as a 
discipline might be through the creation of a periodical like Delttsche Mathemutik. 
Nevertheless, there seems little question that Bieberbach, Jaensch, and Vahlen 
were not merely paying lip service to racist ideals in the interest of self-advance- 
ment, but that they believed fully the arguments they set forth in their publica- 
tions . 
Who published articles in Deutsche Mathematik? The best-known steady math- 
ematical contributor was undoubtedly Oswald Teichmtiller, a young mathematical 
genius and a dedicated Nazi [5]. Surprisingly, Teichmtiller cited in his papers such 
Jewish mathematicians as Emmy Noether, Richard Brauer, A. A. Albert, and 
Otto Blumenthal-another instance, perhaps, of the distinction made by National 
Socialist mathematicians between a mathematical fact and its appropriate mathe- 
matical exploitation [6]. Another frequent early contributor was Werner Weber, 
who not only received his doctorate for work done under the direction of Emmy 
Noether, but also had been Landau’s Assistent in Gottingen since 1928. In 1933, 
however, he was the leader of the student boycott against Landau. In 1934 he also 
attempted to prevent Helmut Hasse from assuming the directorship of the mathe- 
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matical institute at Gottingen because he doubted the completeness of Hasse’s 
devotion to the regime. Although only 28 years old, he attempted to become 
director himself [Schappacher 1986, Sects. 5, 61. Weber. like Teichmuller, was a 
member of the SA (the Sturmahtrifung, i.e., “stormtroopers”); however, unlike 
Teichmtiller, his abilities as a mathematician were apparently modest. Contribu- 
tors to Deutsche Muthematik were not exclusively convinced Nazis (young or 
old), like Weber, Teichmtiller, and Vahlen; they also included a number of young 
people just beginning their careers whose political stance was less clear. It is likely 
that at least some of these young mathematicians published in Deutsche Muthe- 
matik mainly to obtain appropriate political credentials and thereby further their 
careers. 
How politicized academic life had become, the sorts of pressures which might 
have motivated publication in Deutsche Mathematik, and the care which must be 
taken in interpreting single pieces of evidence, however startling, are made evi- 
dent by the following incident. In 1934 the Nationalsozialistischer Lehrerbund 
published in German, English, Italian, and French an acknowledgment of alle- 
giance to Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist state by professors at German 
universities. This consisted of brief exhortatory speeches by several very promi- 
nent academics, among them Heidegger and Sauerbruch, followed by the names 
of various scholars who endorsed the sentiments of allegiance expressed. Many 
academics, however, did not agree to or did not think it important enough to join 
the Lehrerbund’s action. Among these nonsubscribers were mathematicians who 
remained in Germany throughout the Nazi period, for example, Behnke, Hecke, 
Knopp, and Stiss. On the other hand, one is astonished to find the name of Emil 
Artin among the subscribers, particularly since three years later he was dismissed 
from his position at the University of Hamburg and emigrated to the United 
States. Artin was a secularized Catholic, with a half-Jewish wife. As a teenager 
during World War I, he had been drafted into the Austrian army. He had received 
his Ph.D. in 1921 from the University of Leipzig and two years later was a 
Priuatdozent at the University of Hamburg. By 1926 he had risen to full professor 
at that university. His colleagues urged him to stay in Germany, and certainly, had 
he done so, a little “protective coloration” might have been helpful. In 1937, only 
a few months before he was dismissed, Artin had applied for a temporary leave of 
absence apparently in response to several American offers. The request was 
denied, however, on the grounds that he was indispensable. Further, in 1937 
Hasse (at the time himself an applicant for Nazi party membership) even sug- 
gested that Artin’s children, who were only one-quarter Jewish, could be declared 
honorary Aryans. This was an example of the efforts made to accommodate Artin 
and keep him in Germany [Brauer 1967, 27; Reid 1976, 2031. 
It should be noted that not all mathematicians sympathetic to the Nazi regime 
contributed to Deutsche Muthematik. For example, Hasse never contributed, nor 
did a number of younger mathematicians with Nazi leanings. In fact, Bieberbach 
himself rarely published any mathematics in Deutsche Mathemutik, although he 
did write numerous reviews. While uiilkischc ideas in mathematics (like those of 
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Jaensch and Bieberbach) were advocated in Deutsche Muthematik, and had much 
in common with Nazi ideology, they were not synonymous. Wilhelm Blaschke, 
for example, was a mathematician who could propagate Nazi ideas without 
vdkische overtones. 
In contrast to the narrow and politically active nationalist (at least from the late 
twenties on) Bieberbach, or the very conservative nationalist Hasse, who was 
otherwise apolitical [Segal 1980, passim], Blaschke was a well-traveled and some- 
what cosmopolitan man, as well as an Italianophile (quite independently of the 
current fascist government there). In 1938 Blaschke wrote a one-page review of 
the Semicentennial History of the American Mathematical Society: 1888-1938 (2 
~01s.) for the Jahresbericht. It contained a gratuitous surmise that perhaps the 
reason why the exact sciences are pursued so passionately in “Dollarland” is that 
they are substitutes for formerly strong religious beliefs. Blaschke also wondered 
at the tremendous amount of mathematics done “in the small niggertown [kleinen 
Negerdorf ] of Princeton.” He further remarked that “[This book contains] inter- 
esting information about the origins of these representatives of American learning. 
Silence is kept carefully and shamefacedly only about one race. This is also to be 
regretted because the old American preference for Old Testament names could 
lead the neophyte easily to make errors” [Blaschke 19391. What Blaschke meant 
by “silence . . . about one race” is that there is no explicit mention of Jews in 
American mathematics in the semicentennial volumes. The first of these contains 
biographies of the presidents of the American Mathematical Society, usually be- 
ginning with innocuous remarks concerning ethnic ancestry of the biographees. 
The remark about Old Testament names appears to refer to Eliakim Hastings 
Moore (the sixth society president and arguably the leading American mathemati- 
cian of his generation), and perhaps also to Aaron White (the father of the ninth 
president, Henry Seely White) and Ephruim Snyder (the father of the 19th presi- 
dent, Virgil Snyder). As Blaschke implies, none of these was Jewish. In fact, 
Moore’s father was a Methodist minister, White attended Cazenovia seminary 
and was descended from one of the original settlers of Hartford, Connecticut, and 
Snyder’s father was of Swabian “Pennsylvania Dutch” ancestry. 
After the end of World War II, Blaschke wrote to Oswald Veblen in Princeton 
to thank him for the letters he had written in support of Blaschke’s attempt to 
regain a University position. Veblen, surprised because he had never written on 
Blaschke’s behalf to any of the allied authorities, then wrote to Carl Ludwig Siegel 
(who had just returned to Germany from Princeton), asking him to what Blaschke 
could possibly be referring. Siegel replied as follows (in English): “If you were 
here, you would not be astonished at Blaschke’s letter. Everybody receives let- 
ters from Blaschke. He wants to prove that he is an influential person again. It 
seems that he has a large number of friends in Hamburg who helped him get into 
power again. . . . I feel rather unhappy about this development, because it is bad 
for the recovery of the international scientific relations. Unfortunately there are 
many mistakes in the denazification process-also in the other direction” [Veblen 
papers, Library of Congress, Blaschke and Siegel files, Blaschke to Veblen (No- 
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vember 4, 1946), Siegel to Veblen (January 24, 1947)]. Apparently Blaschke was 
always able to turn political circumstances, whatever they might be, to his advan- 
tage; nor did he necessarily believe everything he said or wrote. 
Although mathematicians like Bieberbach, Tornier, and Vahlen, and perhaps 
Blaschke, cared deeply about promoting Nazi ideology, there were others, like 
Knopp, Behnke, and Hecke, who thought differently and the latter were always in 
the majority in the mathematical community. Indeed, had any of the cultural arms 
of the regime or its representatives cared, or had the Rosenhergumt or Goebbel’s 
office or Bernhard Rust, the education minister, insisted, the mathematicians 
could never have rejected the Fiihrerprinzip as they did at the meeting of the 
Deutsche Mathematiker-Vereinigung in Bad Pyrmont in 1934. 
The details of the meeting at Bad Pyrmont are of interest. Bieberbach’s first 
lecture on different mathematical styles (or, more accurately, the previously men- 
tioned report of it in Deutsche Zukunft) had attracted a number of protests 
including a newspaper article by Harald Bohr. Bieberbach wished to use his 
position as one of the three editors of the Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathe- 
mutiker-Vereinigung to answer Bohr in that journal. The other editors, Hasse and 
Knopp, protested that this was an inappropriate use of the journal. Nevertheless 
Bieberbach, using his editorial authority, went ahead and published his open reply 
to Bohr, entitled “Die Kunst des Zitierens” [The Art of Citation] (it immediately 
precedes the article, mentioned earlier, by Bieberbach’s student Eva Manger). 
The annual business meeting for 1934 of the Deutsche Muthematiker-vereini- 
gung was held at Bad Pyrmont. There were two principal issues under discussion. 
One concerned Bieberbach’s flagrant disregard for the wishes of his co-editors. 
The second, also involving Bieberbach, centered on his attempt, with Tornier, to 
introduce the Fiihrerprinzip into the mathematical society. 
The first issue was settled by condemnation of both Bohr’s attack on the Na- 
tional Socialist state and Bieberbach’s open letter. The second saw Bieberbach 
propose the Fiihrerprinzip (that is, dictatorial rule) forthe Society with Tornier as 
Fiihrer and Tornier propose the Fiihrerprinzip with Bieberbach as Fiihrer. Both 
motions failed overwhelmingly on secret ballots, although Bieberbach was fa- 
vored slightly more than Tornier as Fuhrer. Erich Hecke then proposed a compro- 
mise in which the presiding officer would be chosen either by acclamation or by 
secret ballot; the presiding officer, in turn, would appoint the other officers. This 
solution was overwhelmingly adopted, and Blaschke was unanimously chosen as 
the new presiding officer-a compromise candidate between the National Social- 
ist mathematicians, who were in the minority, and their more liberally minded 
colleagues, who were in the majority. Shortly after this meeting, when Bieberbach 
proposed the creation of Deutsche Mathematik, he specifically complained that 
the Mathematiker-Vereinigung “had distinctly proved in its meeting at Bad Pyr- 
mont that it did not wish for the present to be the bearer of national interests” 
[Bieberbach 1934d, 21. A few months later Bieberbach resigned from all official 
positions, including the co-editorship of the Juhresbericht; Blaschke also resigned 
as presiding officer (the circumstances of these resignations are discussed in detail 
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in a recent article by Herbert Mehrtens [ 19851). Hereafter, the Deutsche Mathe- 
matiker-Verdnigung seems to have remained largely in the hands of those whose 
primary interest was mathematics, rather than its politicization. Many mathemati- 
cians seemed to take the attitude, attributed to Artin by Emmy Noether in a letter 
to Oswald Veblen on October 4, 1934, that as a result of the Bad Pyrmont meeting 
“mathematicians need no longer be ashamed of their pastors [Pastoren]” [Veblen 
papers, Noether file]. Indeed, the attempted politicization of mathematics was 
essentially fruitless. Deutsche Muthemutik, whether as journal or as movement, 
had almost no effect on mathematics, though this seems largely to have been due 
to the regime’s indifference to competing mathematical ideologies, provided Jews 
were eliminated. 
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NOTES 
1. Recently proved, nearly seventy years after its formulation, by Louis De Branges of Purdue 
University. 
2. Further information about Vahlen can be found in [Vahlen 19381; Deutsche Marhematik 1936, 
3891, and in a five-page Lebensfuufapparently written in 1937 and now at the Berlin Document Center, 
Wikingerufer 7, D I000 Berlin 2 I, West Germany. 
3. “People” does not accurately capture the meaning of “Volk” as an almost mystical national 
community. The use of “Volk” and “volkisch” (or volkish as a neologism) has become common in 
English-language literature to refer to this meaning. 
4. It is perhaps well to give Cauchy’s precise words: 
I. Considerations g&r&ales sur les expressions imaginaires 
En Analyse, on appelle “expression symbolique” ou “symbole” toute combinaison de 
signes algebriques qui ne signitie rien par elle-meme ou a laquelle on attribue une valeur 
differente de celle qu’elle doit naturellement avoir. On nomme de m&me “equations symboli- 
ques” toutes celles qui, prises a la lettre et interpretees d’apres les conventions g&t&atement 
Ctablies, sont inexactes ou n’ont pas de sens, mais desquelles on peut deduire des resultats 
exacts, en modifiant et alterant selon des regles fixes, ou ces equations elles-memes, ou les 
symboles qu’elles renferment. L’emploi des expressions ou equations symboliques est sou- 
vent un moyen de simplifier les calculs et d’ecrire sous une forme abregee des resultats assez 
compliquts en apparence. . . . Parmi les expressions ou equations symboliques dont la 
consideration est de quelque importance en Analyse, on doit surtout distinguer celles que l’on 
a nommees “imaginaires.” Nous allons montrer comment ou peut etre conduit a en faire 
usage. [Cauchy 1897, 1531 
5. There is a well-known anecdote that Teichmtiller appeared in an SA uniform at a seminar in 
Emmy Noether’s house after she had lost her right to teach. This story is repeated in Auguste Dick’s 
biography, &mzy Noether. 1882-1935 (Basel: Birkhauser, 1970, p. 31). with Teichmtiller not named, 
but rather “ein ihr lieber Student in der SA-uniform.” This may well have been Teichmtiller, but also 
possibly Werner Weber, who wrote his dissertation under the supervision of Emmy Noether (and 
Landau). According to Clark Kimberling the person in question was Ernst Witt, yet another student of 
Emmy Noether [Kimberling 1981 29, n. 13 (p. 47)]. The origin of the anecdote is not known to me. For 
factual details about Teichmtiller, as opposed to anecdotes. see [Schappacher 1986). 
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6. See [Deursche Marhematik 1936. 199 (Noether); 1936.23 (Brauer); 1936,363-364 (Albert); 1939, 
16 (Blumenthal)]. At the time of citation, Noether and Brauer had emigrated to the United States and 
Blumenthal to Holland. Blumenthal died in the concentration camp at Theresienstadt in 1944. The 
citation of Blumenthal is particularly interesting as Teichmiiller refers to the “Faber-Hadamard- 
Blumenthal Three Circles Theorem,” while this theorem is usually identified only by Hadamard’s 
name in most literature in English. Hadamard was himself a French Jew. 
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